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SESSION OPENING COMMENT: THE BROAD ECONOMIC
IMPORTANCE OF SERVICE APPLICATIONS

HOWARD H. HUPE
Director of Systems Studies

Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare

In the face of the serious economic problems facing the nation and each of us individually,
we might wonder if the subject which brings us here today is really important or just of
passing interest - a kind of hobby or curiousity. I believe the use of telecommunications to
serve a variety of social needs is of immediate and fundamental importance.

Increased productivity and efficiency is the most fundamental cure for the problems of
inflation and for the maintenance and improvement of the nation’s standard of living in the
face of rising costs, natural resource limitations and limited budgets. This is true for the
economy in general and is especially important, for example, to federal and local
governmental agencies faced with ever increasing demands for services and, at the same
time, frozen budgets which often represent decreasing resources in real (i.e., inflation
adjusted) terms.

While technology has been advancing manufacturing productivity for centuries, many
services - including government supplied or aided services and internal government
operations - are still rendered individually, face-to-face with little or no “technological”
amplification of human effort. The importance of this service sector of our economy is
clear when we realize that services represent over 40 percent of the nation’s gross national
product and nearly all of government agencies’ contribution.

Undoubtedly, some services must, at least in part, be individually delivered. But where
these services involve information transfer or communication, it is possible that modern
communications can vastly increase the productivity of the service supplier. This is
accomplished by increasing his outreach with respect to numbers and locations of clients
served, decreasing his information delivery costs, and increasing the variety of services
which are therefore economically feasible. Examples of these potential benefits may be
found in the areas of educational programming; public information distribution - such as
locally accessible information on agriculture, consumer advice, employment, medical and
health care, social service availability, eligibility and procedures, business and economic
data, etc; and criminal justice and crime prevention.



Such improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness of the supplier of informational
services represents an improvement in productivity and therefore a genuine attack on the
roots of inflation and a stimulus to growth and higher living standard (in at least the
services-related aspect). Technological amplification of human effort can result in the
delivery of more and better informational services to more people at less cost.

It would be foolish to claim that this represents the answer to all our problems, but it
would be equally foolish to fail to recognize that our efforts in these areas represent real
and powerful influences in the right direction. The application of telecommunications
technology to social service delivery may interest some of us greatly and leave others cold,
but we have much more compelling reasons for exercising our imaginations and efforts
along these lines.




